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  Email has been the key one of all the internet services. With the popularity of
internet, the email system, as a foundation platform of communication, is not
simply hosting the mail, but becomes the core application of all and acts as more
and more important role.
 The dissertation analysis the limitations of large-scale mail server currently, then
introduce the classification of mail system architecture, and trace the evolutionary
history of mail system’s architecture. Then put forward the concept of the mail
cloud-- the direction of the future large-scale mail system.
 Firstly, the dissertation starts the analysis from various basic services in the mail
system, then gives the separation suggestion. According its nature, the service is
divided into external services such as MTA, Webmail, POP3/IMAP and internal
services such as Spam/Virus detect, databsae, cached, mail storage. These
services can either reside on a server all or on a server separately, depending on
the needs for scale. Then studies several key technologies about the mail system
extension. It includes the scale out of database, the memcached server, load
balancing technology.
The traditional single centralized mail system can not meet the needs of the
scalability of large increasing users. Email system built up from the day, has been
facing the pressure of upgrading. How to design a scalable well-structured large
capacity mail system, for mail system’s stability, reliability, and even the future
upgrade and maintenance has a vital role. The dissertation design and implement
a large-scale mail system based on load balancing and service separating. The
mail system uses multiple load balancing techniques such as the fourth layer
IPVS load balancing, the consistent hashing algorithm to distributed cached
service, the scale out algorithm of database, etc. Then introduces some core













based anti-spam, and large capacity storage solutions of email.
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